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INTRODUCTION

We are not speaking of education in the narrower sense, but of that other education in virtue from youth upwards, which makes a man eagerly pursue the ideal perfection of citizenship, and teaches him how rightly to rule and how to obey. This is the only education which, upon our view, deserves the name; that other sort of training, which aims at the acquisition of wealth or bodily strength, or mere cleverness apart from intelligence and justice, is mean and illiberal, and is not worthy to be called education at all.

—Plato, The Laws

* University of Detroit Mercy School of Law.
The important role of education in America is evidenced in compulsory school attendance laws enshrined in state constitutions and codes; it is made apparent in the vigorous and often heated debate over education reform at the state and national level; and it is endorsed in the powerful rhetoric of our highest court. However, something has gone terribly wrong in the American system of public education. Two systems of public education have emerged—one for the privileged and one for the poor. Under this paradigm, education equity, the promise of Brown v. Board of Education, remains unfulfilled. For the privileged, who are wealthy and mostly white, public education works just fine. Students graduate with the knowledge, ability, and ambition to achieve success across multiple domains. The poor, who are mostly urban and from historically oppressed groups, not only live in the ghetto of life but are also receiving a “ghetto education.”

I use the term ghetto education to describe a phenomenon that has multiple contributing factors but one disturbing outcome: it creates second-class citizens, undereducated at best and illiterate at worst. Ghetto education is characterized by punitive disciplinary policies that feed the school-to-prison pipeline, de facto racial and socioeconomic segregation, high-stakes testing, weak academics, and insufficient funding. It also includes a unique sense of demoralization and alienation that occurs in young people when they are consistently made to feel that they are not smart, competent, or successful. Students who are subjected to a ghetto education are disempowered and disengaged, seeking a sense of self identity through actively disidentifying with the school and the values a liberal education promotes. A ghetto education perpetuates poverty and prepares an entire demographic of youth for life at the margins of our nation’s political, economic, and social framework.

The existence of a ghetto education crisis is evident in the numbers. Nationally, black students drop out of high school at twice the rate of their white counterparts; Hispanic students at three times the rate;\(^2\) black and Hispanic students are more likely than any other

---

group to be pushed out of school via suspensions and expulsions. As a result of drop-out and push-out, the graduation rates for black and Hispanic youth hover around 50 percent. For those who do remain in school, the ghetto education phenomenon shapes the content of the curriculum: majority minority inner-city schools are far less likely than suburban schools to offer advanced math and college preparatory courses.

The social and long-term economic costs of ghetto education are high. Economically, higher educational attainment results in higher earnings for individuals. On average, high school graduates will earn $130,000 more over their lifetimes than high school dropouts. The dropouts from the class of 2011 would have generated up to $154 billion in additional earnings over their lives had they graduated from high school. Higher wages also reduce dependence on state or federal welfare and increase the tax base. Socially, drop-out, push-out, and under-education increase the likelihood that a youth will come into contact with the juvenile or criminal justice systems.

The pervasiveness of ghetto education is especially troubling in a “post-racial” America because it harkens back to the Jim Crow era, when black youth regularly received substandard education in segregated schools all across the country. Then, public education was targeted by the NAACP through institutional reform litigation because of the important role segregated, unequal education played in perpetuating the legal regime of racial subordination. Now, although

---


there is significant data documenting an ever-widening achievement gap divided along lines of race and class, the discussion around education reform often skirts a frank assessment of the underlying causes of this gap. This Article addresses these underlying causes, which amount to ghetto education when grouped together. In Part I, I focus on the historical context of public education, which has important implications for my proposed reforms and policy initiatives. Part II examines the ghetto education phenomenon in its component parts and looks at how these components affect student socialization in detrimental ways. Part III argues for the constitutionalization of education equality. I set forth a national legislative agenda that includes the creation of a fundamental right to education and the repeal of No Child Left Behind.

I. OF FOUNDERS AND FREEMEN

“Only the educated are free.”

—Epictetus

The debate over public education in this country is not new—it was a debate that first took root among the founding fathers of the American Republic. Many notable figures, including Thomas Jefferson, Noah Webster, and Benjamin Rush, participated in the public discourse of their day extolling the merits of a national system of public education. The founding fathers fancied education as the ultimate prophylactic against monarchic tyranny. Likewise, those

8. Although Jefferson was one of the first American leaders to suggest creating a public school system, it must be noted that his ideas about who should receive that education were probably somewhat limited. Jefferson did educate some of his female slaves, but he certainly did not envision the modern system of compulsory public education for all citizens. SAMUEL EAGLE FORMAN, THE LIFE AND WRITINGS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 195 (1900) (discussing Thomas Jefferson’s plans for public education contained in his 1779 Bill for the More General Diffusion of Knowledge). See also Hannah, THOMAS JEFFERSON’S POPLAR FOREST, http://www.poplarforest.org/jefferson/plantation-life/slave-bios/hannah (last visited Nov. 18, 2012) (noting that “[a]rchaeologists have discovered pieces of a writing slate at a slave quarter [at Thomas Jefferson’s villa retreat, Poplar Forest], suggesting that at least one resident was literate”). Jefferson did develop a plan for the public education of slaves; this plan provided that the educated slaves would then be emancipated and relocated, at public expense, to a colony in “such place as the circumstances of the time should render most proper.” FAWN MCKAY BRODIE, THOMAS JEFFERSON: AN INTIMATE HISTORY 50 (W. W. Norton & Co. 1998) (1974).
who were systematically excluded from the public discourse, such as slaves, also viewed education as a necessary condition of freedom because the denial of education for blacks was a part of the chattel slavery system. Illiterate slaves dreamt of freedom, and freed slaves dreamt of education. This Part examines the nature of this historical discussion because it raises themes that are still relevant today, such as how we characterize the role of public education in our society.

A. Ye Olde Deluder Satan

Government-directed public education in the United States has its roots in a series of legislative measures passed into law by the Massachusetts Bay Colony General Court beginning in 1642. The act and its subsequent amendments required local townships of fifty households or more to establish and maintain schools to “teach students to read and write in order to prevent ye old deluder Satan from keeping the people ignorant of the Scriptures.” The “old deluder Satan” law allowed for the collection of local taxes to finance the mandated educational services. Although schooling itself was not compulsory, municipalities were fined if they did not create a system of education that was available to the public as set forth in the act. Interestingly, the act also provided for the education of servants.

---

12. Id.
14. Slavery was not practiced among the puritans of the Massachusetts Bay colony although servants were common. See DAVID BRION DAVIS, THE PROBLEM OF SLAVERY IN WESTERN CULTURE 341–42 (1988); see generally GEORGE H. MOORE, NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF SLAVERY IN MASSACHUSETTS (1866).
The Massachusetts school laws were the first of their kind in the English-speaking world, and with their passage, the regulation of education in America began. In the end, these laws were not successful in deluding Satan entirely, but the bifurcated funding structure (divided between state and local authorities) they introduced remains largely intact today. Although the colonial legislature was primarily motivated by religious concerns, these concerns included the creation of moral citizens who could not only read and write but who were also knowledgeable of the law and “fitted for the university.” The law demonstrates that “the Massachusetts colonialists believed from the outset that an educated populace was vital to good government and social welfare.” On a normative level, this law transformed education from a private privilege into a civic obligation to be undertaken by the government. “The Puritans quite deliberately transferred the . . . functions of the family to formal instructional institutions, and in so doing not only endowed schools with a new importance but expanded their purpose . . . .” Other colonies, including Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and New York, passed similar legislation prior to 1700.


16. “Frederick the Great, a Prussian emperor, who was considered an enlightened ruler, established a public education system in the early 1800s. After Prussia united with Germany to form a more powerful state, other European countries began establishing public education systems.” Gerry Riposa, Urban Universities: Meeting the Needs of Students, 585 ANNALS 51, 53 (2003).

17. GEORGE ALEXANDER OTIS ERNST, BOSTON FINANCE COMMISSION, A CHRONOLOGY OF THE BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 5 (1912).


19. Prior to this act, education in Europe and Colonial America was primarily a private endeavor; most individuals were homeschooled in reading, writing and mathematics. See GEORGE R. CRESSMAN & HAROLD W. BENDA, PUBLIC EDUCATION IN AMERICA: A FIRST COURSE 21–23 (1956); MILTON GAITHER, HOMESCHOOL: AN AMERICAN HISTORY 19 (2008) (noting “the home was the basis for nearly all colonial education”); Kara T. Burgess, Comment, The Constitutionality of Home Education Statutes, 55 UMKC L. REV. 69, 69–70 (1986).


including Virginia, Georgia, and the Carolinas, education remained a private enterprise.\textsuperscript{22} Virginia Governor Sir William Berkely espoused the laissez-faire attitude toward education embraced by these colonies in 1671 when he wrote that Virginia’s approach to education was “the same . . . that is taken in England out of towns; every man according to his own ability in instructing his children.”\textsuperscript{23}

However, by the final decades of the eighteenth century, attitudes toward education began to change, even in the South. Over a hundred and fifty years after the old deluder Satan act was enacted, the Revolutionary War had transformed the relationship between the people and their government. Citizens replaced subjects; republicanism replaced colonialism; democracy replaced monarchy; and, at least in theory, egalitarianism replaced elitism.\textsuperscript{24} Influenced by enlightenment thinkers such as Jean Jacques Rousseau, who in 1758 stated that “public education . . . is one of the fundamental rules of popular or legitimate government,” many prominent American thinkers touted public education as critical to the new nation’s ability to maintain a republican form of government.\textsuperscript{25} In 1778, as Governor of Virginia, Thomas Jefferson proposed legislation to transform the delivery of education in his state.\textsuperscript{26} A Bill for the More General Diffusion of Knowledge set forth Jefferson’s comprehensive plan for a statewide system of education at the public’s expense. The bill provided:

[T]he indigence of the greater number disabling them from so educating, at their own expense, those of their children whom

\textsuperscript{22} Edgar Wallace Knight, \textit{Public Education in the South} 41 (1922).


\textsuperscript{24} See generally Charles Beard, \textit{An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the United States} 71–72, 149–51, 188, 325 (Macmillan Co. 1921) (1913) (arguing that the language of equality and egalitarianism contained in the Constitution is empty rhetoric utilized to create an abstraction that the document was created “by the people” when, in fact, it was created by and served the economic interest of the wealthy, white male property holders who wrote it).


nature hath fitly formed and disposed to become useful instruments for the public, it is better that such should be sought for and educated at the common expense of all, than that the happiness of all should be confided to the weak or wicked.\footnote{Forman, supra note 8, at 195.}

Jefferson strongly valued the principles contained in his public education bill, writing to his legal mentor George Wythe:

I think by far the most important bill in our whole code is that for the diffusion of knowledge among the people. No other sure foundation can be devised, for the preservation of freedom and happiness . . . . Preach, my dear Sir, a crusade against ignorance; establish & improve the law for educating the common people. Let our countrymen know that the people alone can protect us against these evils [tyranny, oppression, etc.] and that the tax which will be paid for this purpose is not more than the thousandth part of what will be paid to kings, priests and nobles who will rise up among us if we leave the people in ignorance.\footnote{10 The Papers of Thomas Jefferson 224 (Julian P. Boyd, Charles T. Cullen, John Catanzariti, Barbara B. Oberg et al. eds., Princeton Univ. Press 1950).}

Although never fully enacted by the Virginia House of Delegates, the ideas contained in Jefferson’s bill both exemplified and influenced the thinking of many eighteenth century proponents of public education. For example, in 1785, Georgia legislator Abraham Baldwin, like Jefferson, developed a comprehensive education plan that resulted in the creation of a state university.\footnote{See Charles Colcock Jones, Biographical Sketches of the Delegates from Georgia to the Continental Congress 6–7 (Repring Co. 1972); History of UGA, Univ. of Georgia, http://www.uga.edu/profile/history/ (last visited Nov. 20, 2012).} In the preamble to the university’s charter, Baldwin echoed Jefferson’s earlier sentiments:

When the minds of the people in general are viciously disposed and unprincipled, and their conduct disorderly, a free government will be attended with greater confusions and evils more horrid than the wild, uncultivated state of nature. It can
only be happy when the public principles and opinions are properly directed, and their manners regulated. This is an influence beyond the reach of laws and punishment and can be claimed only by religion and education.30

Baldwin would go on to represent Georgia at the Constitutional Convention of 1787.31 He was one of several framers of the Constitution who strongly believed in government’s duty to provide education.

In 1786, the year before the Constitutional Convention, Benjamin Rush, one of the signers of the Declaration of Independence and later a delegate to the convention, wrote an essay addressed to the legislature and citizens of Pennsylvania in which he proposed a state system of public education that would be funded by county taxes.32 Rush saw public education as an investment in future prosperity and stability. He argued that the expense of providing public education was less than that associated with administering justice to those whose “vices and punishments are the fatal consequences of the want of a proper education in early life.”33 Like Jefferson and Baldwin, Rush believed that public education “is favorable to liberty. A free government can only exist in an equal diffusion of literature. Without learning, men become savages, and where learning is confined to a few people, we always find monarchy, aristocracy, and slavery . . . [public education] promotes just ideas of laws and government.”34

Other prominent founders also placed great value in the concept of public education. James Madison, Jefferson’s close friend and architect of the Constitution, shared Jefferson’s reverence, if not his passion, for public education. “The best service that can be rendered to a Country, next to that of giving it liberty,” wrote Madison, “is in diffusing the mental improvement equally essential to the

30. See JONES, supra note 29, at 6–7.
31. Id. at 8.
33. Id. at 7.
34. Id. at 3–4.
preservation, and the enjoyment of the blessing.”

Likewise, John Adams wrote that “whenever a general knowledge and sensibility have prevailed among the people, arbitrary government and every kind of oppression have lessened and disappeared in proportion.”

In his 1796 farewell address, George Washington declared that “[Americans must] promote among them, as an object of primary importance, institutions for the general diffusion of knowledge. In proportion as the structure of a government gives force of public opinion, it is essential that public opinion be enlightened.”

But even though influential, these leaders extolled the virtues of “the general diffusion of knowledge” during the early years of the republic; other pressing issues loomed much larger in their conscience as they began the work of nation-building. Perhaps due to the impassioned advocacy of proponents of public education such as Baldwin and Rush, “in the [Constitutional] Convention proceedings, Virginia’s James Madison and South Carolina’s Charles Pinckney proposed to vest congress with power to establish a university . . .”

It is no surprise then that the document that emerged from this process does not mention education or the diffusion of

38. The Constitutional Convention of 1787 was tasked with amending the Articles of Confederation (interestingly, not drafting a new constitution, although that is what ended up happening). The federal government was very weak under the Articles of Confederation; it did not even have the power to tax. Much of the debate at the Philadelphia convention revolved around how to create a representative government and the extent of the power that the federal government should have. James Madison, Notes on Hamilton’s Speech to the Constitutional Convention on June 13, 1787, in 1 THE RECORDS OF THE FEDERAL CONVENTION OF 1787 282–83 (Max Farrand ed., Yale Univ. Press 1967); James Madison, Journal of the Constitutional Convention of 1787, in 3 THE WRITINGS (1787), available at http://oll.libertyfund.org/?option=com_staticxt&staticfile=show.php%3Ftitle=1935&chapter=118621&layout=html&Itemid=27.
knowledge, even though some contemporaneous state constitutions did.\textsuperscript{40}

As compared to the Articles of Confederation, the Constitution of the United States greatly expanded federal powers, which was controversial at the time.\textsuperscript{41} Anti-Federalist opponents, such as Patrick Henry, feared that the Constitution created a centralized government with too much power.\textsuperscript{42} Therefore, political expediency dictated that only the functions most indispensable to creating a cohesive federal governance structure (taxing, spending, interstate regulation, common defense, etc.) were specifically enumerated.\textsuperscript{43} Education did

\textsuperscript{40} See, e.g., MASS. CONST.

\textsuperscript{41} The Constitution gives the federal government limited powers, including the power to tax, the power to spend, and the power to regulate interstate commerce. U.S. CONST., art. I, § 8. The Tenth Amendment makes it clear that any power not expressly delegated to the federal government by the Constitution remains with the states. U.S. CONST. amend. X. Anti-Federalists believed that the delegates to the Constitutional Convention did not have the authority to create a new governing document because their charge was limited to amending the Articles of Confederation. James Madison and the Federalists believed otherwise, and were successful in building support for the Constitution, which was essentially based on Madison’s ‘Virginia Plan.’ YILE, supra note 39, at 21, 814–19.

\textsuperscript{42} In a speech given at the Virginia ratifying convention on June 4, 1788, Patrick Henry expressed his concerns with the Constitution:

If you make the citizens of this country agree to become the subjects of one great consolidated empire of America, your government will not have sufficient energy to keep them together. Such a government is incompatible with the genius of republicanism. There will be no checks, no real balances, in this government. What can avail your specious, imaginary balances, your rope-dancing, chain-rattling, ridiculous ideal checks and contrivances? . . . This Constitution is said to have beautiful features; but when I come to examine these features, sir, they appear to me horribly frightful. Among other deformities, it has an awful squinting; it squints towards monarchy; and does not this raise indignation in the breast of every true American? . . . Your President may easily become king. Your Senate is so imperfectly constructed that your dearest rights may be sacrificed by what may be a small minority; and a very small minority may continue forever unchangeably this government, although horribly defective.


\textsuperscript{43} Given the general distrust many Revolutionary War veterans and their contemporaries had for centralized authority, the framers would have had difficulty building a consensus around a document that included education as a government function. Therefore, the powers of the federal government are “few and defined . . . [and] will be exercised principally on external objects, as war, peace, negotiation, and foreign commerce; with which . . . the power of taxation will for the most part be connected.” \textit{The Federalist No. 45} (James Madison). The states’ powers “extend to all the objects, which, in the ordinary course of affairs, concern the lives,
not make the cut. Because education is not specifically provided for, most legal scholars and the Supreme Court view it as a power within the province of the states under the Tenth Amendment.\textsuperscript{34} However, like many issues that were a source of tension and debate during the founding period, discussion about the role of the federal government in public education continued long after the Constitution was ratified in 1789.\textsuperscript{35}

In 1790, Noah Webster proposed a national system of public education because he believed “[t]he education of youth is, in all governments, an object of first consequence.”\textsuperscript{46} Webster implored Americans to “frame a liberal plan of policy and build it on a broad system of education.”\textsuperscript{47} The system of education he envisioned “gives every citizen an opportunity of acquiring knowledge and fitting himself for places of trust. These are fundamental articles; the sine

liberties, and properties of the people; and the internal order, improvement, and prosperity of the State.” \textit{Id.}

44. The Tenth Amendment to the Constitution provides: “The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.” U.S. CONST. amend. X. \textit{See also} Willson v. Black Bird Creek Marsh Co., 27 U.S. 245 (1829) (holding that states retain the power to regulate commerce as long as the state law does not conflict with federal law); United States v. E.C. Knight Co., 156 U.S. 1 (1895) (limiting Congress’s power to regulate industry under the Sherman Act by drawing a distinction between manufacturing and interstate commerce); United States v. Butler, 297 U.S. 1 (1936) (striking down the Agricultural Adjustment Act as an unconstitutional exercise of the taxing power in violation of the Tenth Amendment); New York v. United States, 505 U.S. 144 (1992) (invalidating a federal environmental law on federalism grounds); United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549 (1995) (finding that the federal Gun-Free School Zones Act of 1990 went beyond constitutional limitations on federal power to regulate interstate commerce); Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898 (1997) (holding that the Tenth Amendment prevents Congress from forcing states to enact or administer federal programs). \textit{But see} Susan H. Bitensky, \textit{Legal Theory: Theoretical Foundations for a Right to Education Under the U.S. Constitution: A Beginning to the End of the National Education Crisis}, 86 NW. U.L. REV. 550, 630 (1992). “Original intent, as gleaned from the evidence described above, supports the interpretation that there is an implied power over education delegated by the Constitution to the federal government.” \textit{Id.} Furthermore, this author believes there is also an argument to be made that there is a federal duty to support education based on Article IV of the Constitution, which “guarantee[s] to every State in this Union a Republican form of Government,” and the Necessary and Proper clause in Article I, Section 8, Clause 18. This will be discussed in more detail \textit{infra} Part III.


47. \textit{Id. at} 77.
qua non of the existence of the American republics.” 48 Like Benjamin Rush, Webster saw public investment in a “good system of education” as an effective way to “preserve morals,” thereby reducing dependence on the criminal justice system to correct the corrosive effects of a “bad system.” 49 Revolutionary War veteran and intellectual Robert Coram, a less famous contemporary of Webster and Rush, published an essay in 1791 that also advanced the case for a national system of free compulsory education. 50 Under Coram’s plan, schools would be supported by a general tax. Coram believed that a national system of public education was “a duty which every man owes to his posterity, to his country, and to his God . . . this is the rock on which [America] must build [its] political salvation.” 51

In 1795, the American Philosophical Society sponsored an essay contest seeking proposals for a national system of public education. 52 The prize for best essay was shared by Samuel Harrison Smith and Reverend Samuel Knox. Both men linked a national design of public education to the American republic’s long-term prosperity and ability to attain public happiness. 53 Like their previously discussed

48. Id. at 66.
49. Id. at 23.
51. See Coram, supra note 50, at 125. Like his contemporaries, Coram thought public education was essential to support and maintain a republican form of government. But Coram’s arguments are more egalitarian than those of Rush or Webster; he was very concerned with the poor and dispossessed. He devotes an entire chapter refuting Blackstone’s theory of property rights. In refuting Blackstone, he recognized that “the unequal distribution of property was the parent of almost all disorders of government.” Coram contended that exposing this “important truth” was beneficial because it created “a foundation whereon to erect a system . . . of equal education.” See id. at 111.
53. “[W]isdom itself, in its greatest extension, would, if universally diffused, produce the greatest portion of general happiness.” Samuel Smith, Remarks on Education, in ESSAYS ON EDUCATION IN THE EARLY REPUBLIC 176 (Frederick Rudolph ed., Harvard Univ. Press 1965). “In a course or system of national education, there ought to be two and I think, but two great leading objects to which it should be adapted, the improvement of the mind and the attainment
contemporaries, Smith and Knox characterized public education as essential to a republican form of government because of its “intimate connection” to civil liberty and freedom. The citizen, enlightened,” wrote Smith, “will be a free man in its truest sense. He will know his rights, and he will understand the rights of others; discerning the connection of his interests with the preservation of these rights, he will as firmly support those of his fellow men as his own. A national system of education, then, is not just about learning to read and write—public education is also citizen education. These thinkers recognized public education as a conduit for normative socialization. In addition, they believed the public had an interest in subsidizing this process on a national level because that is the only


54. Knox, supra note 53, at 311; Smith, supra note 53, at 219. “Is it a question with any man whether our liberties are secure? Let him know that this knowledge depends upon the knowledge of the people and that this knowledge depends upon a comprehensive and energetic system of education.” Smith, supra note 53, at 219.

55. Smith, supra note 53, at 220.

56. “[D]oes not the conduct of children in a public institution in a considerable degree resemble the actions of men in the world?” Smith, supra note 53, at 209. “Nothing, then, surely might be supposed to have a better effect towards harmonizing the whole in [morals and literature] than an uniform system of education.” Knox, supra note 53, at 311. “Our schools of learning, by producing one general and uniform system of education, will render the mass of the people more homogenous and thereby fit them more easily for uniform and peaceable government.” Rush, supra note 32, at 10. “[T]he only way to make good citizens is to nourish them from infancy . . .” Coram, supra note 50, at 126.

The objects of this primary education [university education] determine its character and limits. These objects would be To give to every citizen the information he needs for the transaction of his own business; To enable him to calculate for himself, and to express and preserve his ideas, his contracts and accounts, in writing; To improve by reading, his morals and faculties; To understand his duties to his neighbors and country, and to discharge with competence the functions confided to him by either; To know his rights; to exercise with order and justice those he retains; to choose with discretion the fiduciary of those he delegates; and to notice their conduct with diligence, with candor and judgment; And, in general, to observe with intelligence and faithfulness all the social relations under which he shall be placed. To instruct the mass of our citizens in these, their rights, interests and duties, as men and citizens, being then the objects of education in the primary schools, whether private or public, in them should be taught reading, writing and numerical arithmetic, the elements of mensuration . . . and the outlines of geography and history.

way to assure equality among economic classes, something they deemed necessary to the sustenance of liberty. As Jefferson observed: “the farmer . . . will see his children educated, and the face of his country made a paradise by the contributions of the rich alone.”

As president, Jefferson actively supported the federalization of education by proposing a constitutional amendment that would explicitly give the federal government power over education. In his second annual address to Congress in 1805, he proposed that surplus federal revenue be used for “the improvement of roads, canals, rivers, education and other great foundations of prosperity and union under the powers which congress may already possess, or such amendments of the Constitution as may be approved by the states.” Although some scholars interpret this as proof that framers such as Jefferson recognized the limitations placed on direct federal involvement in education by the Tenth Amendment, many of Jefferson’s actions as president indicate otherwise. He signed multiple bills setting aside vast amounts of federal land for public universities, colleges, and common schools, including the bill that founded the West Point Military Academy. These actions “[inaugurated] a policy by which the national government has aided states to establish and maintain school systems.” These actions (many of which were continued by James Madison, Jefferson’s successor) support the proposition that “there is an implied power over education delegated by the Constitution to the federal government.” I will return to the issue of constitutional authority in Part III. For now it is sufficient to highlight

---

57. See, e.g., Coram, supra note 50, at 125 (“In monarchies education should be partial and adapted to each class of citizen. But in a republican government . . . the whole power of education is required. Here every class of people should know and love the laws.”) (quoting Noah Webster, supra note 46, at 65).
60. Jefferson, supra note 58, at 351–52.
61. Id. at 353–54
62. Id. at 354.
63. Bitensky, supra note 44, at 630 (finding support for implied federal authority over education in the Due Process clause, the Free Speech clause, the implied right to vote, and the Privileges and Immunities clause of the Constitution).
the profound significance the founders placed on public education, the zeal with which they sought to make it a national priority, and their explicit recognition of a nexus between education and republican citizenship.

B. Dreams of Our Fathers

It is also important to recognize that the egalitarian ideals advanced by early supporters of public education became inconsistent hyperboles when applied to groups without the social and economic standing of Jefferson, Washington, and Madison. These were, after all, wealthy, white, slaveholding men who built a republic on a document that divested their African brethren of the basic liberties which they themselves so greatly prized. As Thurgood Marshall observed in 1987:

When the Founding Fathers used [the phrase “We the People”] in 1787, they did not have in mind the majority of America’s citizens. “We the People” included, in the words of the Framers, “the whole Number of free Persons.” On a matter so basic as the right to vote, for example, Negro slaves were excluded, although they were counted for representational purposes at three fifths each.\(^6^4\)

Needless to say, the aforementioned plans for a national system of public education did not address the education of slaves.\(^6^5\) The notion would have been preposterous because slaves were considered property, denied the franchise, and generally unable to avail themselves of the rule of law.\(^6^6\) Pro-education arguments regarding citizen education and political socialization were inherently moot.


\(^6^5\) Webster and Rush both discuss the importance of female education, as did Jefferson. There is some indication that Jefferson supported the idea of public education for slaves and their descendants. See David Reed, Jefferson Advocated Slave Education, FREE LANCE-STAR, Mar. 7, 1998, at B2.

However, if, as Webster confidently stated, “[i]nformation is fatal to despotism,” then it is fatal to bondage as well. Uneducated slaves toiled under the petty despotism of their masters: never knowing liberty, unable to freely pursue happiness—oppressed, to a large degree, by ignorance. “All slaveholders agreed that the thinking slave was a potentially rebellious slave.” Therefore, the intellect of black Americans was denigrated by both custom and law. Most slaveholding states outlawed slave education. A North Carolina law, passed in 1830, provided:

Whereas the teaching of slaves to read and write has a tendency to excite dissatisfaction in their mind, and to produce insurrection and rebellion...any free person who shall hereafter teach or attempt to teach, any slave within this state to read or write, or shall sell to such slave or slaves any books or pamphlets, shall be liable to indictment in any court of record in this state.

67. Webster, supra note 46, at 65.

68. “‘Learning would spoil the best nigger in the world...[I]f you teach that nigger (speaking of myself) how to read, there would be no keeping him. It would forever unfit him to be a slave.” FREDERICK DOUGLASS, NARRATIVE OF THE LIFE OF FREDERICK DOUGLASS, AN AMERICAN SLAVE 35 (H.G. Collins 1881) (quoting his master Mr. Auld when he discovered that Mrs. Auld was teaching young Douglass to read). Later, Douglass describes the impact education had on his awareness regarding the condition of slavery: “the more I read, the more I was led to abhor and detest my enslavers.” Id. at 41. “The educational process during slavery was not designed to empower but rather was designed purposefully to make and maintain slaves as a subservient class to Anglo Americans.” Donald Aquinas Lancaster, Jr., Comment, The Alchemy and Legacy of the United States of America’s Sanction of Slavery and Segregation: A Property Law and Equitable Remedy Analysis of African American Reparations, 43 HOW. L.J. 171, 185 (2000).


70. HEATHER ANDREA WILLIAMS, SELF TAUGHT: AFRICAN AMERICAN EDUCATION IN SLAVERY AND FREEDOM 1 (2005).

71. See EUGENE D. GENOVESE, ROLL, JORDAN, ROLL: THE WORLD THE SLAVES MADE 561 (1976) (discussing repressive laws against teaching slaves to read and write in South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, and Missouri); C. WOODSON, THE EDUCATION OF THE NEGRO PRIOR TO 1861, 151–78 (1919) (describing opposition to education of blacks); TSESIS, supra note 66, at 11–12, 19, 22, 106 (describing the anti-education slave codes in the South and poor whites’ support for such laws).

72. WILLIAMS, supra note 70, at 8–9.
Some laws even went so far as to criminalize the sale of writing materials to slaves.\textsuperscript{73} Slaveholders also threatened, intimidated, and brutally punished slaves whose literacy was exposed.\textsuperscript{74}

Repressive laws and private intimidation were employed because education, and the literacy that resulted, threatened the institution of slavery itself.\textsuperscript{75} The undeniable connection between literacy and freedom caused fear among slaveholders and hope among the enslaved.\textsuperscript{76} Many slave narratives describe the great value placed on education by early black Americans.\textsuperscript{77} “Education is a calling into

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{73}{GENOVESE, supra note 71, at 803.}
\footnote{74}{WILLIAMS, supra note 70, at 2–7, 11–12 (describing a variety of incidents involving severe physical punishment including lynching, whipping, cutting off fingers, or selling off family members); LEWIS CLARKE, INTERESTING MEMOIRS AND DOCUMENTS RELATING TO AMERICAN SLAVERY AND THE GLORIOUS STRUGGLE NOW MAKING FOR COMPLETE EMANCIPATION 80 (1969). According to Clarke:

I did not dare to learn. I attempted to spell some words when a child. One of the children of Mrs. Banton [his owner] went in, and told her that she heard Lewis spelling. Mrs. B. jumped up as though she had been shot. “Let me ever know you to spell another word, I’ll take your heart right out of you.” I had a strong desire to learn. But it would not do to have slaves learn to read and write. They could read the guideboards. They could write passes for each other. They cannot leave the plantation on the Sabbath without a written pass.

\textit{Id.}

\footnote{75}{WILLIAMS, supra note 70, at 13 (“southern lawmakers linked black literacy to [slavery’s] demise”).

\footnote{76}{Id.; David Walker, Walker’s Appeal, in Four Articles; Together with a Preamble, to the Coloured Citizens of the World, but in Particular, and Very Expressly, to Those of the United States of America, Written in Boston, State of Massachusetts (Sept. 28, 1829), available at http://docsouth.unc.edu/nc/walker/walker.html (“The bare name of educating the coloured people, scares our cruel oppressors almost to death.”).}

\footnote{77}{See generally FREDERICK DOUGLASS, NARRATIVE OF THE LIFE OF FREDERICK DOUGLASS, AN AMERICAN SLAVE (H.G. Collins 1881) (describing how he used food to bribe the poor white boys in his neighborhood to give him reading lessons until he learned enough to read the newspaper himself); HARRIET JACOBS, INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF A SLAVE GIRL (Dover Publications 2001) (recounting how her grandmother, a freed slave, taught reading and writing to her grandchildren before they were old enough to work on the plantation); MARY PRINCE, THE HISTORY OF MARY PRINCE: A WEST INDIAN SLAVE NARRATIVE (Penguin Books 2000) (explaining how literacy gave her the courage and ability to seek freedom).

Mrs. Auld, she very kindly commenced to teach me the A.B.C. . . . Mr. Auld found out what was going on, and at once forbade Mrs. Auld to instruct me further . . . I now understood what had been to me a most perplexing difficulty—to wit, the white man’s power to enslave the black man.

FREDERICK DOUGLASS, NARRATIVE OF THE LIFE OF FREDERICK DOUGLASS, AN AMERICAN SLAVE 35–36 (H.G. Collins 1881).}
freedom, a calling out of objecthood. The slave is not called. The slave is not free. The slave is an object.” Yet, even from the depths of objecthood, the basic human longing for knowledge and freedom could not be suppressed. “As slave owners and legislators suspected, African Americans, free and slave, designed all manner of strategies to elude the laws against learning.” Therefore, in spite of constant repression, W.E.B. DuBois estimated that in 1860, on the eve of the Civil War, nearly 5 percent of American slaves were literate. Some commentators suggest this figure may have been greater. Regardless of the exact figure, what emerges is the fact that a significant number of people overcame nearly insurmountable obstacles to educate themselves. It is a testament to the ingenuity, dedication and desperation of the slave seeking a way out of objecthood.

Education happened in hidden places, late-night vigils, stolen moments peeking through the schoolhouse window, or chance encounters with willing whites, either too young to know better or too low-spirited to care. The black American fixation with education took root during the dark days of slavery, through an “intricate web of secrecy” that was maintained, for the most part, by the sheer will of those involved. Just as the founders recognized that education was a sufficient condition for freedom, so did these enslaved men and women. Like Thomas Jefferson, they looked “to the diffusion of light...
and education as the resource most to be relied on for ameliorating the conditions, promoting the virtue and advancing the happiness of man.”  As Frederick Douglass put it, “[when a slave becomes literate] there would be no keeping him. It would forever unfit him to be a slave.”  Jefferson and the founders sought freedom from the tyranny of an unelected monarch; slaves sought freedom from the tyranny of objecthood and bondage.

The final end of chattel slavery in America came in the spring of 1865 with the surrender of the Confederate Army. The former slaves, now all free people, could openly seek what had been hidden. “The desire for education everywhere exploded, for freedmen, as for the slaves before them, it represented the keys to the kingdom.” In addition, the newly freed were eager to accept the rights and responsibilities of citizenship, even welcoming taxes as the “first assurance” that the government would protect their rights.

If the national Government had the power to put down Slave Insurrections, hunt fugitive slaves over state lines, [and] protect slavery in the states while slavery existed, it has the right to assist in the education and improvement of the newly emancipated and enfranchised citizens, now that Liberty has become the base line of the Republic and the fundamental law of the land.

Following the war, many states held freedmen’s conventions, which provided free black people with a forum to express their ideas about a future beyond slavery. Education and citizenship were recurring themes that dominated the discussion at these conventions; indeed some conventions specifically identified the promotion of

84 THOMAS JEFFERSON, THE WRITINGS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON (Andrew A. Lipscomb & Albert E. Bergh eds., Thomas Jefferson Memorial Ass’n 1903).
85 DOUGLASS, supra note 68, at 35.
87 GENOVESE, supra note 71, at 565.
88 Education of the Freedmen, in 101 THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW 528, 540 (1865).
education as a goal. For example, at the 1865 Freedman’s Convention in North Carolina, speaker after speaker addressed the audience about education and equality before the law. Attendees at the 1866 Georgia Convention formed the Georgia Equal Rights and Educational Association, which became important to grassroots political organizing in that state. Delegates from the 1865 South Carolina Convention engaged in a public protest against their limited access to education, disenfranchisement, the exclusion of their testimony from courts of law, and other rights associated with full citizenship.

This was a time of founding for black America. The principles announced at the freedmen’s conventions became part of Reconstruction’s framework. However, unlike the founding of the republic nearly a century before, everyone at the freedmen’s conventions wanted to promote general education, although the implementation of such a plan proved difficult. In 1865, the Freedmen’s Bureau was established with the purported goal of providing aid, protection, and education, and quickly went about creating freedmen’s schools. Essentially, the Bureau assumed oversight of schools that had already been established by freedmen’s aid societies in the confederate states. The efforts of the Bureau to educate ex-slaves became a cornerstone of black Americans’ transition from objecthood to personhood during Reconstruction and set the stage for many of the substantial gains in sociopolitical equality during this time. Armed with literacy and knowledge,

91. Id.
94. LESLIE A. SCHWALM, A HARD FIGHT FOR WE: WOMEN’S TRANSITION FROM SLAVERY TO FREEDOM IN SOUTH CAROLINA 182 n.143 (1997).
95. PAUL SKEELS PEIRCE, THE FREEDMEN’S BUREAU: A CHAPTER IN THE HISTORY OF RECONSTRUCTION, 3 THE STATE UNIV. OF IOWA STUD. IN SOC. ECON. POL. & HIST., no.1, 59-69 (1904). The full name of the agency was The Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands and was established within the War Department. Id.
97. ERIC FONER, FOREVER FREE: THE STORY OF EMANCIPATION AND RECONSTRUCTION
blacks could seek office, vote, gain employment, accumulate income, property, and participate in the economic and civic life of the nation.

“The schoolhouse served overt political functions” as well as teaching basic academics. Teachers engaged in citizen education and instilled a sense of self-worth in students. Schools provided a forum for black leaders to give political speeches and were often the site of voter registration by Bureau agents. To some extent, this was true as

[Data from original documents show the bureau was extremely successful in establishing schools throughout the former slave states. . . . (N)early two-thirds of southern blacks lived in a county with at least one bureau school. . . . the Freedmen’s Bureau schools can explain up to 38% of the increase in black literacy from emancipation until 1870.]

Because of education’s connection to the realization of black equality, citizenship, and economic and political power, “many southerners believed the black school was as potent a force for social change as black suffrage.”

Many of the social and political gains made by black Americans during Reconstruction were short-lived. The Freedmen’s Bureau was shut down in 1872, and supervision of the 4,329 schools under its control was transferred to the National Bureau of Education. However, education remains an enduring legacy of the Bureau and of

129 (2006). “By the early 1870s, biracial democratic government, something unknown in American history, was functioning effectively in many parts of the South, and men only recently released from bondage were exercising genuine political power.” Id.; see also id. at 143–44 (highlighting the progressive nature of constitutions produced by the Reconstruction convention, which explicitly recognized equality in all areas of public life including public education, prisons and public assistance for the poor).
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100. Id. at 80.


102. JONES, supra note 98, at 78.


104. PEIRCE, supra note 95, at 82.
the Reconstruction process itself.\footnote{105} The freedmen’s schools were the foundation of the state public school systems created in the South during this period.\footnote{106} In addition, the Bureau built and supported institutions of higher education that would later become the historically black colleges and universities we know today.\footnote{107} Although these efforts resulted in a comprehensive institutional framework for black education, the promise of public education as an equalizing force failed to materialize as the quality of black education deteriorated under Jim Crow. The seeds of ghetto education had been sown; it would be well into the next century before the promise would be seriously revisited on a national level.

II. \textit{Brown, Interrupted}

“\textit{The importance of public schools in the preparation of individuals for participation as citizens, and in the preservation of values on which our society rests, long has been recognized by our decisions. . . .}”

—Justice Powell, \textit{Ambach v. Norwick}\footnote{108}  

The Civil War may have brought freedom, but formal equality was Reconstruction’s unfinished business. In the aftermath of Reconstruction, a majority of states guaranteed a right to education in their constitutions.\footnote{109} Black education became subsumed within the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{105} The Reconstruction Amendments are the most commonly celebrated legacies of Reconstruction. “The federal Congress drafted the Reconstruction Amendments and they were ratified by the several states in 1865 (Thirteenth Amendment), 1868 (Fourteenth Amendment), and 1870 (Fifteenth Amendment), respectively.” Mario L. Barnes & Erwin Chemerinsky, \textit{The Once and Future Equal Protection Doctrine?}, 43 CONN. L. REV. 1059, 1067 (2011).
\item \footnote{106} DONNA L. DICKERSON, \textit{THE RECONSTRUCTION ERA: PRIMARY DOCUMENTS ON EVENTS FROM 1865 TO 1877} 31 (Greenwood Press 2003).
\item \footnote{107} ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN EDUCATION, \textit{supra} note 96, at 176.
\item \footnote{108} 441 U.S. 68, 76 (1979).
\item \footnote{109} \textit{See}, e.g., MISS. \textit{CONST.} of 1868, art. VIII, § 1 (“As the stability of a republican form of government depends mainly upon the intelligence and virtue of the people, it shall be the duty of the Legislature to encourage, by all suitable means, the promotion of intellectual, scientific, moral, and agricultural improvement, by establishing a uniform system of free public schools, by taxation or otherwise, for all children between the ages of five and twenty-one years, and shall, as soon as practicable, establish schools of higher grade”); LA. \textit{CONST.} of 1868, tit. VII, art. 135 (“All children of this state between the years of six and twenty-one shall be admitted to the public schools or other institutions of learning sustained or established by the
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
state public education systems, rendering it vulnerable to Jim Crow’s regime of de jure racial subordination in the South and de facto segregation in the North. Although the doctrine of separate but equal was endorsed as constitutionally adequate by the Supreme Court in *Plessy v. Ferguson*, those subjected to its mandate knew the truth—that separate was fundamentally unequal.

Nowhere was this more apparent than in public education where black schools lacked even basic supplies.

The public education that was provided for Blacks in the Jim Crow South was very specifically tailored not to produce “separate but equal” citizens with essentially equal abilities to produce knowledge and obtain wealth. Schools were designed to produce laborers who knew the skills necessary for state in common, without distinction of race, color, or previous condition.”); S.C. CONST. of 1868, art. X, § 10 (“All the public schools, colleges and universities of this state, supported in whole or in part by the public funds, shall be free and open to all the children and youths of the State, without regard to race or color”); TEX. CONST. of 1868, Art. VII, § 3; FONER, supra note 103.


11. 163 U.S. 537 (1896).


According to Joan:

Most of the school supplies that we got were torn and tattered, and we didn’t have enough supplies to write with. The school we went to was overcrowded. Consequently, the county decided to build three tarpaper shacks for us to hold classes in. A tarpaper shack looks like a dilapidated black building, which is similar to a chicken coop on a farm. . . . It was a very difficult setting for trying to learn. And I remember we were always talking about how bad the conditions were but we didn’t know what to do about it.

*Id.*
rudimentary work within a subordinated labor force but who had no knowledge essential to obtain higher incomes.\textsuperscript{113}

Instead of citizen education, students in these schools received something so impoverished, so devoid of substance that it created second-class citizens—undereducated at best, and functionally illiterate at worst.

The socializing power of education was brought to bear, but not in the way the founders or the freedmen had imagined. Rather than “rendering the mass of people . . . more homogenous and thereby fit . . . for uniform and peaceable government,”\textsuperscript{114} segregated education inculcated inferiority. Rather than “unlocking a golden door of freedom,”\textsuperscript{115} it locked black youth into a repressive political, social, and economic order.\textsuperscript{116} Rather than orienting young minds towards citizenship and civic engagement, Jim Crow education oriented youth toward the apathetic resignation of second-class citizenship and civic disenfranchisement. Today, ghetto education does the same. Below, I discuss three of the dominant ingredients in the fowl stew of ghetto education.\textsuperscript{117} These include resegregation, harsh disciplinary practices

\begin{quotation}
\textsuperscript{114} Rush, \textit{supra} note 32, at 10.
\textsuperscript{115} \textit{George Washington Carver: In His Own Words} 62 (Gary R. Kremer ed., 1991).
\textsuperscript{116} \textit{Berry & Blasingame}, \textit{supra} note 89, at 261–67.
\textsuperscript{117} The other major structural factor that contributes to ghetto education, which I will not address here, is inequality in public school funding and the host of issues that flow from the resulting lack of resources in low-income areas, including high student to teacher ratios, poor nutrition, and inadequate books, technology and other educational materials. I do not address this issue for three reasons: first, I believe that resegregation and high-stakes testing have a stronger direct socializing impact on youth; second, the issue of school funding disparities is very complex, state-specific and would require more attention that I can adequately provide here; and third, because this issue has been examined very adeptly by many other scholars and commentators. For in-depth and insightful discussions around inequality in public school funding, see John C. Reitz, \textit{Public School Financing in the United States: More on the Dark Side of Intermediate Structures}, 1993 B.Y.U.L. REV. 623 (1993); Lex Urban, Connecticut Coalition for Justice in Education Funding v. Rell: What is an Equitable Solution to Public School Funding?, CATH. U. L. REV. 203 (2007); Laurie Reynolds, \textit{Skybox Schools: Public Education as Private Luxury}, 82 WASH. U. L.Q. 755 (2004); Albert H. Kauffman, \textit{The Texas School Finance Litigation Saga: Great Progress, Then Near Death by a Thousand Cuts}, 40 ST. MARY’S L.J. 511 (2008). \textit{See also} National Education Law Center, \textit{Is School Funding Fair? A National Report Card} (June 2012), \textit{EDUCATION LAW CENTER}, http://www.schoolfundingfairness.org/ (last visited Nov. 20, 2012).
\end{quotation}
and high-stakes testing. As part of this discussion, I will discuss the socializing influence of these factors and highlight how they contribute to the overall lack of citizen education.

A. The New Separate and Unequal

*Brown v. Board of Education*\(^{118}\) is the next important stop on the historical continuum because it seemed to finally deliver on the promise of equality. *Brown* is a much discussed and often celebrated turning point in American public education.\(^{119}\) “Probably no case ever
to come before the nation’s highest tribunal affected more directly the minds, hearts, and daily lives of so many Americans.\textsuperscript{120} While \textit{Brown} created a legacy of equality that still lives on, its promise seems to have been broken or perhaps never even fulfilled.\textsuperscript{121} In the years since \textit{Brown}, many of the gains in educational equality ushered in by that decision have been lost.\textsuperscript{122} Essentially, there has been a de facto resegregation of many school districts across the country in the nearly sixty years since the decision.\textsuperscript{123} Today, most inner-city school districts service primarily low-income communities of color where students attend intensely segregated schools.\textsuperscript{124}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textit{Michael J. Klarman, \textit{Brown}, Racial Change, and the Civil Rights Movement, 80 \textit{VA. L. REV.} 7, 9 (1994) (arguing that "\textit{Brown} was directly responsible for only the most token forms of Southern public school desegregation.").}
\item \textit{See Bryan L. Adamson, A Thousand Humiliations: What \textit{Brown} Could Not Do, 9 \textit{SCHOLAR} 187, 188 (2007) ("Even measuring the \textit{Brown v. Board of Education} decisions by the most modest standard is to acknowledge a dream not realized. While \textit{Brown} represented, most unequivocally, a blow to segregation in public schools, some fifty years later, many public schools have become racially identifiable again.").}
\item \textit{Danielle R. Holley, Is \textit{Brown} Dying? Exploring the Resegregation Trend in Our Public Schools, 49 \textit{N.Y.L. SCH. L. REV.} 1085, 1086 (2005).}
\item A 2004 study by the Harvard Civil Rights Project ("\textit{CRP}") entitled \textit{Brown at 50: King’s Dream or Plessy’s Nightmare?} identifies the trend towards resegregation in American public schools. \textit{CRP} notes that schools are more segregated today than they were twenty years ago, and that the trend towards resegregation continues. \textit{CRP} also notes that the percentage of African American students attending majority white schools peaked in 1988 at 43.5%. By 2001, the number of African American children attending majority-white institutions had declined to 30.2%, the lowest level since 1968. \textit{CRP} reports that by the 2000–01 school year, the average white student was attending a school that was 79% white. The average African American student was attending schools that were approximately 54% African American and 30% white. \textit{Id.} at 1086–87.
\item \textit{See Civil Rights Data Collection, U.S. DEP’T OF EDUC., http://ocrdata.ed.gov/DistrictSchoolSearch#schoolSearch. A review of the data from large urban school districts such as Boston, Dallas, Los Angeles, New York, Detroit, Atlanta, Chicago, Baltimore, and the District of Columbia reveals that most of these districts are majority-minority, meaning that blacks and Latinos are well over half the population. Some, such as Detroit, Los Angeles, New York, and}
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
The myriad of factors that contribute to resegregation are beyond the scope of this Article, but what must be noted is that segregation patterns are worsening over time. The significance of intense resegregation is captured in the words of Chief Justice Earl Warren, Brown’s author: “separate educational facilities are inherently unequal.” Although the Court has drawn a distinction between the de jure segregation of Brown and the de facto segregation of ghetto education, the “troubling truth” of segregation exists in both situations. That is, regardless of how it is effectuated, segregation “perpetuates racial hierarchy through its unequal distribution of resources.” However, it must be noted that the resegregation of ghetto education is not just racial—it is also socioeconomic.

For example, under the current system of segregation, “most black and Latino students never receive similar opportunities, similar peer groups, or any real chance to connect with and learn how to operate comfortably in middle class white institutions and networks.” These students are woefully unprepared for college because of a lack of qualified teachers in critical areas and a dearth of classmates interested in or able to take advanced pre-college courses. Racial and economic isolation in public education deprives youth of exposure to a world beyond the ghetto. Without this exposure or access to opportunity, transitioning out of poverty is extremely difficult. These youth are expected to pull themselves up by their bootstraps; the problem is, they don’t even have boots. “For those

Chicago, have a large number of hyper-majority-minority schools, meaning that minorities make up 90–100 percent of the student population.

127. 347 U.S. at 495.
130. Id.
132. Id. at 4.
133. Id.
students, there is no way to get the right preparation in their school regardless of their personal talent and motivation."\textsuperscript{134}

Likewise, their white counterparts are also denied the beneficial experience of racial diversity.\textsuperscript{135} Segregation perpetuates otherness, allowing groups to indulge in reckless stereotyping and wallow in cultural ignorance. "If children of different races and economic and social groups have no opportunity to know each other and to live together in school, they cannot be expected to gain the understanding and mutual respect necessary for the cohesion of our society."\textsuperscript{136} This is counterproductive for whites as well as minority groups because as America becomes increasingly non-white and diverse, the need for cross-racial and cross-cultural understanding intensifies.\textsuperscript{137} Segregation makes all racial groups less prepared to successfully navigate the opportunities and challenges of a diverse workforce and society. "[T]he elimination of racial isolation in the schools promotes the attainment of equal educational opportunity and is beneficial to all students, both black and white."\textsuperscript{138}

In short, the de facto separation of educational opportunity that operates in public education today carries with it the same ills as the legal segregation of the past. Racial and socioeconomic separation breeds inequality in "every aspect of schooling," from funding to curriculum.\textsuperscript{139} In segregated, non-white schools, teachers are less experienced and more transient, academic achievement is low, and disengagement in the form of drop-out and push-out is high.\textsuperscript{140}

Students in these schools are being socialized into marginalization. "[S]chools are an important socializing institution, imparting those shared values through which social order and stability are maintained."\textsuperscript{141} Schools bear central responsibility for "inculcating [the] fundamental values necessary to the maintenance

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{134. Id.}
\footnote{135. Id.}
\footnote{137. Orfield, supra note 126, at 4.}
\footnote{139. Orfield, supra note 126, at 6.}
\footnote{140. Id.}
\end{footnotes}
of a democratic political system.”

In the ghetto education environment, youth are “doomed to pass the most susceptible period of their life” confined to the ghetto—alienated from the mainstream culture of aspiration.

The troubling effect of racial and economic isolation in public schools on youth socialization has been understood for decades. The Court in Brown recognized that racial segregation instilled “a feeling of inferiority as to their status in the community that may affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone.” In a 1967 report, the United States Commission on Civil Rights found that racial and economic segregation went hand in hand and that students in segregated schools struggled with a “sense of incompetence” that had “other significant attitudinal manifestations,” including “the belief that one cannot do anything about destiny, one cannot control the environment.”

More recently, Professor Liu observed:

The socialization goals of school integration go beyond cultivating harmony in interpersonal relations. A critical part of what it means to be educated for citizenship in a multiracial society is to understand racial dynamics as a social not merely interpersonal phenomenon, shaped not only by individual attitudes and prejudices but also by the demographic structure of the surrounding community.

However, the Supreme Court is not concerned with the de facto resegregation of American public education. The Court in Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1 made it clear that the avoidance of racial isolation and promotion of socialization benefits that accrue from racially diverse educational settings are tantamount to racial balancing. Therefore, it is unlikely that de facto segregation will be remedied by judicial decision under the current legal framework. In Part III, I propose reforms to the legal framework.

143. Webster, supra note 46, at 62.
144. 347 U.S. at 494.
148. Id. at 726–32.
framework that provide new approaches to de facto segregation and education equity.

B. The Pedagogy of Punishment

Punitive disciplinary policies and practices are other core components of ghetto education. Like patterns of resegregation, school suspensions have risen steadily over the past few decades, and racial disparities in exclusionary discipline have widened as well.\textsuperscript{149} The current reality in urban public schools is that students are subjected to a pedagogy of punishment that treats students as threats to society rather than young citizens in the making. Heightened security is everywhere: from metal detectors\textsuperscript{150} and video surveillance,\textsuperscript{151} to threat evaluation software\textsuperscript{152} and random sweeps.

\textsuperscript{149} DANIEL J. LOSEN, DISCIPLINE POLICIES, SUCCESSFUL SCHOOLS, AND RACIAL JUSTICE 4 (Kevin Welner et al. eds., 2011).
\textsuperscript{151} Between the 1999–2000 and 2005–06 school years, the percentage of schools using one or more security cameras to monitor the school increased from 19 percent to 43 percent. \textit{Id.}
for contraband by police using drug-sniffing dogs. In addition, proliferation of zero-tolerance policies and increased reliance on police to enforce school rules has “transformed schools from sites of democratic education to sites of social control and punishment.”

Zero tolerance leads to an increased number of suspensions and expulsions, and youth of color are overrepresented in these figures.


154. HENRY GIROUX, MIS/EDUCATION AND ZERO TOLERANCE: DISPOSABLE YOUTH AND THE POLITICS OF DOMESTIC MILITARIZATION 87 (2001) (“Zero tolerance laws make it easier to expel students then for school administrators to work with parents, community justice programs, religious organizations, and social service agencies. Moreover, automatic expulsion policies so little to produce a safer school. . . .”).


156. WILLIAM LYONS & JULIE DREW, PUNISHING SCHOOLS: FEAR AND CITIZENSHIP IN AMERICAN PUBLIC EDUCATION 90 (2006).


[R]acial disparities in the application of school disciplinary policies have long been documented. The disparities are quite troubling. Most recent data from the Department of Education indicates that while African-American children only represent 17% of public school enrollment nationally, they constitute 32% of out-of-school suspensions. . . . In fact, the U.S. Department of Education’s report, The Condition of Education...
Increased use of law enforcement in schools has resulted in the formal criminalization of behaviors (via the juvenile and criminal justice systems) that, in the past, might have warranted less formal sanctions within the school (such as detention). Again, youth of color are overrepresented in school-based arrests, which funnel them into the justice system.

A review of the most recent data from the U.S. Department of Education Office for Civil Rights survey (covering the 2009–10 school years) reveals that punitive disciplinary practices intersect with resegregation. In intensely segregated urban schools, such as Detroit, Chicago, and Dallas, suspensions and expulsions are a much more common practice than in segregated suburban schools, where most of the student population is white. In the segregated white schools, students of color are subjected to discipline at a higher rate than their white peers.

1997, reveals that almost 25% of all African-American male students were suspended at least once over a four-year period.


158. See Stephen Cox & Mario Gaboury, Abstract, Creating More Labels: Examining Juvenile Arrests in Urban and Suburban Police Departments (Am. Soc’y of Criminology, 2009) (analyzing juvenile arrest data from a large Connecticut city and two neighboring towns, and finding that the majority of police arrests in the city were at public schools and were typically made by school-based police officers); ACLU, HARD LESSONS: SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFICER PROGRAMS AND SCHOOL BASED ARRESTS IN THREE CONNECTICUT TOWNS 9 (2008), available at http://www.aclu.org/files/pdfs/racialjustice/hardlessons_november2008.pdf (finding a high rate of school-based arrests by school resource officers in two of the three school districts studied, the third district had higher suspension and expulsion rates which perhaps obviated the need for school-based arrests).

159. See HARD LESSONS, supra note 158, at 35–37 (finding that although African-American and Hispanic students accounted for only 24 percent of the student body, they made up 63 percent of all school-based arrests. The report also found that for several minor offenses, students of color were more likely to be arrested at school than white students who committed the very same offenses); see also JUDITH A. BROWNE, ADVANCEMENT PROJECT, DERAILED! THE SCHOOLHOUSE TO JAILHOUSE TRACK 18–19 (2003), available at http://www.advancementproject.org/sites/default/files/publications/Derailerpcor_0.pdf (documenting racial disparities in school-based arrests in select jurisdictions in Florida).


161. Id. For example, in Allen, Texas, black students account for 11 percent of the student body but 33 percent of the students facing out-of-school suspensions. Likewise, in Rochester Hills, Michigan, blacks make up 5.3 percent of the student body but 33.3 percent of those suspended.
While the causes of racial disparities in school discipline are complex and beyond the scope of this discussion, one thing is clear—there is no nexus between greater suspension rates and more frequent or more serious offending behavior.\textsuperscript{162}

Research on student behavior, race, and discipline has found no evidence that African American over-representation in school suspension is due to higher rates of misbehavior . . . . This suggests two possibilities: perhaps Black students focus their misbehavior on those types of activities that call for a subjective judgment of such misbehavior, or perhaps Black students are being unfairly singled out when it comes to prosecuting such misbehavior.\textsuperscript{163}

Regardless of the cause, the socialization that occurs in schools engaging in heightened and racially disproportionate disciplinary practices perpetuates a sense of disempowerment and lack of autonomy by normalizing restrictive means of social control. Young people, in the process of shaping an identity for themselves, internalize the "deviant" label applied to them by teachers, school officials, and police. "[A] teacher’s perception of a student as a troublemaker can create a negative self-image that leads to escalating misbehavior through a self-fulfilling prophecy."\textsuperscript{164} The stigmatizing effect of such labeling further marginalizes vulnerable youth; and the walls of the ghetto seem higher than ever.

Moreover, several studies suggest that increased use of suspension and other exclusionary measures to push "troublemakers" out of school negatively impacts drop-out levels.\textsuperscript{165} Once students realize that the benefits of education (college, job, upward socioeconomic mobility) are unavailable to them, the risk of disengagement is high.\textsuperscript{166} Add to this the repeated experiences with teachers and school officials who view them through a lens of criminality, and the process
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of disengagement becomes a coping mechanism.\textsuperscript{167} “Those perspectives that school systems present receive the imprimatur of society.”\textsuperscript{168} Thus, humiliation, rejection, and alienation within the school system eventually lead students to reject it altogether and seek acceptance and recognition in other, less “mainstream” venues.\textsuperscript{169} Therefore, while some measure of school discipline is compatible with citizen education,\textsuperscript{170} the current pedagogy of punishment actually reduces student engagement in the education process.

\textit{C. The Kids Don’t Stand a Chance}

The next piece of ghetto education I will discuss is high-stakes testing. While many states utilize standardized tests to measure student achievement, I intend to focus solely on the national standardized testing as part of No Child Left Behind for two reasons.\textsuperscript{171} First, it demonstrates the extent to which the federal government is already involved in public education in the states, and second, it highlights the shortcomings of the current legal framework for federal participation in public education. Moreover, because No
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\item \textsuperscript{167} Ann Arnett Ferguson, \textit{Bad Boys: Public Schools in the Making of Black Masculinity} 99 (2001) (“To agree to learn from a stranger who does not respect your integrity causes a major loss of self. The only alternative is to no-learn and reject the stranger’s world [these students are] engaged in a struggle of wills with authority, and what seemed to be at stake for them was nothing less than their pride and integrity.”) (internal citations omitted).
\item \textsuperscript{169} Elijah Anderson, \textit{Life of the Inner City} 96–97 (1999).
\item When students become convinced that they cannot receive their props from teachers and staff, they turn elsewhere, typically to the street, encouraging others to follow their lead . . . . [I]nvest[ing] themselves in the so-called oppositional culture . . . . Such a resolution allows these alienated students to campaign for respect on their own terms, in a world they control. Impacted by profound social isolation, the children face the basic problem of alienation. Many students become smug in their lack of appreciation of what the business of the school is and how it is connected to the world outside.
\item \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{170} Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Cnty. Sch. Dist., 393 U.S. 503, 524 (1969) (Black, J., dissenting) (“School discipline, like parental discipline, is an integral and important part of training our children to be good citizens—to be better citizens.”).
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Child Left Behind is tied to federal funding, its impact on ghetto education is perhaps greater than similar state mandates.\footnote{172}{In resource-poor school districts, the funds and penalties tied to NCLB have a serious impact on school budgets. See Coulter Bump, \textit{Reviving The Coercion Test: A Proposal to Prevent Federal Conditional Spending That Leaves Children Behind}, 76 U. COLO. L. REV. 521, 548 (2005).}

The No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB or “the Act”) became law in 2002 with the purported purpose of “[ensuring] that all children have a fair, equal, and significant opportunity to obtain a high-quality education” and to close the “achievement gaps between minority and non-minority students, and between disadvantaged children and their more advantaged peers.”\footnote{173}{No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, 20 U.S.C. §§ 6301, (3) (2002).} NCLB creates a regime of high-stakes testing to measure student performance levels and then imposes tough sanctions on schools whose students fail to perform up to the federally mandated standards within a set period of time.\footnote{174}{Id. § 6311(b)(3)(c)(vii) (2011).} Although these are worthy goals, the Act has failed to achieve them.\footnote{175}{See, e.g., Lisa Guisbond with Monty Neill & Bob Schaeffer, \textit{No Child Left Behind 10th Anniversary Report, NCLB’s Lost Decade for Educational Progress: What Can We Learn from this Policy Failure?}, NAT’L CTR. FOR FAIR & OPEN TESTING, available at http://www.fairtest.org/NCLB-lost-decade-report-home; Thomas Rentschler, \textit{No Child Left Behind: Admirable Goals, Disastrous Outcomes}, 12 WIDENER L. REV. 637 (2006); Craig Livermore & Michael Lewchuk, \textit{Centralized Standards and Decentralized Competition: Suggested Revisions for No Child Left Behind to Create Greater Educational Responsiveness Toward Disempowered Minority Groups}, 33 SETON HALL LEGIS. J. 433, 435 (2009); Regina Ramsey James, \textit{How to Mend a Broken Act: Recapturing Those Left Behind by No Child Left Behind}, 45 GONZ. L. REV. 683, 683–84 (2010).}

“The best available scientific comparisons show that NCLB, in spite of putting intense pressure and sanctions on schools serving minority students, has made no significant change in the previous trends in test scores or in the racial achievement gaps.”\footnote{176}{Gary Orfield, \textit{Reviving the Goal of an Integrated Society: A 21st Century Challenge}, SCRIBD, 4 (2009), http://www.scribd.com/doc/11021700/Reviving-the-Goal-of-an-Integrated-Society (footnote omitted).} Moreover, nearly half of
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the nation’s public schools are out of compliance with the law, and the Obama administration has agreed to grant states waivers from some NCLB test score requirements. Although its mandates remain in effect, the Act is overdue for reauthorization.

The reauthorization process has been fraught with controversy because the Act itself has become controversial. NCLB represents an unprecedented expansion of the federal government in public education. NCLB usurps local educational schemes and imposes what is essentially a national education plan. “The resulting program makes states accountable for school performance, but denies them the discretionary power to decide how to achieve that task.”

Not surprisingly, the schools hardest hit by NCLB are in poor, urban areas, which is what ties NCLB to ghetto education. The Act “assault[s] . . . impoverished schools” by “disproportionately increasing education costs to traditionally disadvantaged urban schools through its supplemental instruction and school choice provisions.” Furthermore, the singular focus on testing devalues critical thinking skills and forces teachers to “teach to the test” at the expense of subjects such as civics, art, and other humanities.

181. Bump, supra note 172, at 525.
183. Lisa Guisbond with Monty Neill & Bob Schaeffer, supra note 175, at 2, 6 (“preliminary results of a teacher survey in December 2011 . . . found that 66% of teachers said NCLB’s focus on math and reading has meant reduced time for art, science, and social studies”); NCLB Year 5: Choices, Changes, and Challenges: Curriculum and Instruction in the NCLB Era, CTR. ON EDUC. POLICY, 8 (rev. Dec. 2007), http://www.cep-dc.org/cfcontent_file.cfm?attachment=McMurrer%5FFullReport%5FCurricAndInstruction%5FO72407%2Epdf (finding that 44 percent of all school districts had reduced instruction in social studies, art, science, music and physical education after the passage of NCLB).
Minority students suffering under the effects of resegregation and criminalization are further stigmatized and distanced from citizen education when they are required to focus most of their time and energy on standardized testing. This stigmatizing effect is only heightened when their schools are subsequently (and often, inevitably) characterized as “failing” under the Act’s standards. Finally, the narrow focus of standardized testing and the high stakes that are attached to it create “perverse incentives for pushing low-performing students out of school” through zero tolerance and school-based arrests. In fact, not only are NCLB funds used to hire school police, but the Act encourages schools to refer students to law enforcement for misbehavior at school.

After a decade of NCLB, the achievement gap continues to grow, the school-to-prison pipeline continues to flow, and youth of color are less prepared than ever to claim their stake in the American Dream. Graduation rates have steadily declined in the ten years since the Act’s enactment. It is quite possible that NCLB’s high-stakes testing scheme is (at least in part) the cause of this decline.

Under NCLB’s high-stakes regime, rote learning is prioritized over the acquisition of meaningful knowledge necessary for engaged citizenship. Rather than being converted into “republican machines,” students are reduced to test-taking machines. NCLB, in conjunction with resegregation and exclusionary discipline, “inculcate[s] students with an ideology that replicates the current
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distribution of power.”192 Black students, huddled in over-crowded classrooms, under close surveillance by authorities, and learning how to fill out test forms, are destined for overrepresentation in minimum-wage and menial jobs in the service sector. Or, worse, they are prepared for the drudgery of incarceration where crowding, surveillance, and rote tasks are part of the daily grind. Like the Jim Crow schools of the South, where racial subordination was inherent in substandard lesson plans, the impoverished curriculum of ghetto education provides poor minority youth “with the knowledge and skills they needed to occupy their respective places in a labor force, stratified by class, race, and gender.”193 As Horace Mann observed in 1848, “[i]f one class possesses all the wealth and the education, while the residue of society is ignorant and poor, it matters not by what name the relation between them may be called; the latter, in fact and in truth, will be the servile dependents and subjects of the former.”194

Youth, particularly adolescents, are in the process of developing their identity and understanding their place in society.195 Students’ experience of the educational process is as important as the content of the lesson plan. “[C]ontext of instruction or the hidden curriculum may be a major force in the development of political attitudes and willingness to participate in the political process. . . . The context includes not only the method of interaction and discourse in the classroom but also the overall ‘school climate.’”196 Democratic “habits of the heart,” which provide young people with a sense of connectedness and community engagement, can be fostered in spite of the individual baggage each student brings to the classroom, allowing young people to overcome “the sense of relative isolation and powerlessness” that pervades urban ghettos.197
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The normative climate of ghetto education reinforces the insecurity, disillusionment, and, ultimately, the disengagement of the dispossessed. Instead of educating for citizenship, many urban public schools are contributing to the perpetuation of the dispossessed American underclass by educating youth for marginalization, low-wage jobs with little occupational mobility, and incarceration.

Is it any wonder then, that when faced with the machinations of ghetto education, youth turn away from mainstream aspirations and embrace the “street” identity that is embodied in the culture of many low-income communities? Relegated to a life in the ghetto, youth take control of their destiny the only way they know how—by seeking acceptance and a sense of competence that is sorely lacking in their educational experience.

If America is to deliver on the promise of equality for these young people, reform is not enough. A radical reimagining of education is required—a reimagining that creates an adequate foundation upon which a new order of educational opportunity can be built. American public education is in crisis, but it is a crisis that, as discussed above, has been a long time in the making. Likewise, any enduring solution will also be a long time in the making. In the following Part, I join those who call for a constitutional amendment creating a positive right to education. Such a plan is ambitious, sweeping, and perhaps the only measure that can resurrect the educational vision of the founding generation in a manner consistent with the vision of equality cherished by generation after generation of freedom fighters.

III. EDUCATION EQUALITY

“C’mon let’s face it/ a ghetto education’s basic/ and most of the youth dem waste it/ and when dem waste it that’s when dem get the guns to replace it/ and dem don’t stand a chance at all.”

—Damian Marley, “Welcome to Jamrock”

The main failure of the American system of public education is inequality. The struggle for equality in education has been long and sometimes difficult. In spite of the difficulties, it is important to recognize the passion, dedication, and fervor with which oppressed minorities have fought for education equality throughout history. It is also important to acknowledge that gains have been made as a result of this vigilance. By providing some historical context to the current meltdown within urban public education, I hope to highlight the ongoing nature of the problem. The roots of ghetto education reach back across time to the very founding of this nation when equality was sacrificed in the name of political compromise. Therefore, in order to structure a solution with lasting influence, the foundational fissures that have led to this yawning gap between promise and delivery must be rectified.

I propose two legislative reforms. First, I urge the United States Congress to pass the Equal Education Amendment, which is currently pending in Committee. Second, I advocate the repeal of No Child Left Behind.


The U.S. Constitution is the embodiment of We, the people’s collective and supreme goals and values. It is also the enumeration of the role of government, particularly the national government, in promoting and protecting those values. That role, with respect to the civil and political rights guaranteed in the Constitution, is to enforce these rights primarily by refraining from and protecting citizens against encroachments upon the rights. The provisions of the Economic Covenant, and of other nations’ constitutions, indicate that the government’s primary role with respect to economic, social and cultural rights would be to enforce these rights through positive—as opposed to
A. A Fundamental Right to Education

The Equal Education Amendment, House Joint Resolution 29, was first introduced by Representative Jesse Jackson, Jr. in 2005.\textsuperscript{204} He has reintroduced it three times since.\textsuperscript{205} The resolution proposes an amendment to the Constitution that reads: “Section 1. Equality of Educational opportunity under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or any state on account of race, sex, income or place of residence. Section 2. The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article.”\textsuperscript{206} The Equal Education Amendment would make equal education a constitutional right for all Americans.

Since the days of Thomas Jefferson, who also sought a constitutional amendment, visionary politicians have been attempting to create a federal right to education. In 1870, President Ulysses S. Grant proposed an amendment that would guarantee all citizens a free public education.\textsuperscript{207} He argued to Congress that the amendment “completes the greatest civil change and constitutes the most important event that has occurred since the nation came into life. . . . I would therefore call upon Congress to take all the means within their constitutional powers to promote and encourage public education throughout the country.”\textsuperscript{208} In his 1944 State of the Union Address, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt presented his “Economic Bill of Rights,” which included the right to “good education.”\textsuperscript{209} Although
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he did not directly pursue constitutional reform, Roosevelt asked “Congress to explore the means for implementing this economic bill of rights—for it is definitely the responsibility of the Congress so to do.”210 Although a number of measures outlined in this speech were enacted in some form, the right to education remained, once again, an unfinished business.211

Grant’s and Roosevelt’s attempts to urge Congress into action failed, but the words they spoke still ring true today. Education is more important than ever, yet inequality abounds. Inequality will be much easier to address if the right to education becomes enshrined as a federally protected right. Reformation of the current system has generally not produced greater equality, which is why something transformative is required.212 For better or for worse, the Court has demonstrated an unwillingness to recognize a fundamental right to education.213 Therefore, as ambitious as it may seem, the best, and
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perhaps the only way to transform the broken public education system is legislatively. The most fitting legislative action is a constitutional amendment.

Constitutionalizing education is fitting because it provides a long-overdue constitutional imprimatur to an issue that has been crucial to Americans throughout history. It creates a single, meaningful solution to the equality crisis, reducing the need for youth and their families to seek piecemeal reforms in thousands of school districts nationwide.214 A constitutional right to education creates a baseline against which states and local authorities will be held. As a fundamental right, courts would apply strict scrutiny in education cases, which would benefit plaintiffs seeking to enforce their right to equal education.215 For example, “the appropriation of funds for public schools, or rather the disproportionate funding of public schools, would be considered a governmental action that would receive strict scrutiny.”216 In addition, there is symbolic significance in elevating education to fundamental right status. America’s commitment to equality would be renewed in the eyes of the nation, and the world. Although the most immediate beneficiaries would be the poor, historically oppressed, and the dispossessed, the rising tide of equality would lift

---


216 Salerno, supra note 213, at 517.
all boats because, as John F. Kennedy proclaimed, “our progress as a
nation can be no swifter than our progress in education.”

The process of passage and ratification would initiate a robust
national discussion around equality and public education. Constitute
tional sanction also provides a constant reminder for
ourselves and future generations that education is more than reading
and math scores; like voting, it is part of citizenship. Finally, a
constitutional right to education is the radical reimagining that is
needed to finally correct the failings of the framers, deliver the
promise of Brown, and bring an end to ghetto education.

Certainly, a constitutional amendment is not the most practical
solution. The process of amending the Constitution is challenging
because it requires a double supermajority. There will be those
who ardently oppose such an amendment. In fact, in the current
political climate, a supermajority on any issue seems very remote.
The path to ratification, indeed the path out of committee, will not be
quick, and it will not be easy. As civil rights leader and education
equality activist Robert Moses has recognized: “[h]ere you have an
issue which will take a couple of decades to mature, but it is
thinkable that if this generation takes it on . . . you actually could get
a majority of people that figure out . . . [that] we’ve got to raise this
public education to the level of the Constitution.”

Some of the opposition will come from those who view it as a
federal takeover, although in many ways it is less invasive than
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NCLB. Others will resent its similarity to international documents, such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which also recognizes education as a fundamental right. However, the right to education is very American—it was envisioned by the founders long before there was a United Nations. Moreover, as developing nations such as India gain economic power, they also recognize the importance of education to their long-term growth and stability. In order to keep pace with these emerging economic competitors, it is important for Americans to prioritize education in new and vital ways.

Ratifying the Equal Education Amendment will not be a panacea. The creation of a right will not change the fundamental structure of state education systems or eliminate de facto barriers to quality education overnight. States could retain local control over schools, and they would still have discretion over curriculum, discipline, and resource allocation. What would change is how education is delivered. Ideally, a constitutional right to equal education would create a real “race to the top,” with teachers and administrators working across state lines, district lines, and color lines to create truly unitary education systems.

A constitutional right to education creates a foundation; therefore the efforts of reformers, families, and advocates will be required to assure that the structures built upon this foundation are actually delivering education equality. For example, in order to promise a
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more equal education experience, the way school districts and attendance zones within districts are drawn may need to change. These kinds of changes will only come about through a continued movement for educational equality including grassroots organizing and litigation.

B. Repeal NCLB

In order to flesh out the parameters of a right to education, supporting legislation, including federal funding, would be necessary. Under these circumstances, repealing NCLB would allow a fresh start for education in America—a public abandoning of this old, unsuccessful approach to education equality. Regardless of the ultimate success of an education amendment, NCLB still does not work. It exacerbates ghetto education rather than reduce it. NCLB has taught us important lessons about the limits of federal involvement in education as well as the limited utility of high-stakes testing.

In the absence of a constitutional right or increased federalization of education (through the Department of Education or a new agency set up for that purpose), carrot-and-stick approaches to education policy as embodied in NCLB cannot adequately reduce racial, ethnic, or economic disparities in public education. Therefore, even if America is not up to the task of constitutionalizing education, NCLB should still be repealed, or at least thoroughly and drastically reformed.

Even with the most dramatic federal reforms, education will remain largely a local undertaking. Therefore, Americans, particularly people of color and those affected by ghetto education, must remain actively engaged in their communities regardless of whether education is constitutionalized. Youth and parents must hold
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local educational authorities accountable for actively increasing opportunities for integration, reducing reliance on exclusionary discipline, moving beyond standardized testing as a measurement of educational success, and creating citizens. Education may be the great equalizer, but the struggle towards equality is far from over.

CONCLUSION

“Human history becomes more and more a race between education and catastrophe.”

—H.G. Wells

From the beginning of the Republic, notions of freedom and public education have been closely linked and have defined the American people’s connection to lofty constitutional norms. Education is embodied in the American Dream. Revolutionaries, freedom fighters, and reformers have all taken up the crusade of public education under the banner of equality. In spite of this, educational access vexed the founders and eluded generations of black Americans and other dispossessed groups. Today, the fight continues in discussions around education reform and federal government involvement in education. There is a national consensus that the public education system is broken, although little agreement exists as to how to fix it. One thing is certain: the burden of the systemic failure that I call ghetto education is felt most acutely by poor people of color in urban areas.

By placing this discussion into a historical context, I hope to surface the historical underpinnings of ghetto education as well as recoup educational ideals that have been lost over time. What becomes apparent is that educational inequality is as old as the color line, a line that runs through history to the very founding of our nation. What is also apparent is the shift in focus from earlier notions of governmental duty and citizenship education to contemporary considerations of individualized academic achievement and little else. In the race to the top, the socializing role of public education is either forgotten or ignored.

Yet, the way students are treated in school can have a profound impact on their development both academically and socially. School
is one of the dominant socializing institutions in the lives of young people. In this capacity, the schoolhouse becomes a place where youth are brought into the common civic culture: it shapes identity, builds character, and creates social and economic citizens. As Chief Justice Warren eloquently stated in Brown v. Board of Education, “[education] is the very foundation of good citizenship.” However, when academic achievement is decoupled from civic socialization, that foundation is weakened.

What happens when this foundation is weakened? Young people enter the world neither intellectually prepared to take advantage of the opportunities within the market economy (i.e., jobs that create potential economic mobility) nor politically prepared to participate competently and responsibly in the democratic process (i.e., engagement in the formulation of public policy). Without academic or political preparedness, young people are not only excluded from achieving the measures of mainstream success but are also left unable to do anything meaningful about it. They are dispossessed, disenfranchised, and disempowered. This is ghetto education.

Ghetto education will persist until there is a radical transformation of education’s role in society and government’s role in education. The values of equality and democracy that our forefathers ascribed to education must be reclaimed fully and, armed with the hindsight of history, finally realized. Creating a fundamental right to education in the Constitution targets the foundational origin of ghetto education, redeems the founders’ intention to create a robust democratic republic stewarded by an active, vigilant, and educated citizenry, and restores America’s place as a leader among nations.

The constitutionalization of public education attends to the unfinished business of our founders and fulfills the longing of slaves and the dreams of freedmen by making our democracy substantially more capable of delivering on the promise of equality. Constitutionalization bestows education with the normative force of a right, guarantees that education is treated as a national priority, and creates a clear path toward the reduction of racial and socioeconomic disparities within the delivery of education services across the nation.

Constitutionalization will not, by itself, entirely reverse the phenomenon of ghetto education. States, municipalities, communities, neighborhoods, and individuals must actively work against the inertia of hyper-individualism and middle-class contentment to usher in an era of quality, inclusive, citizen education in America’s public schools.